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STAY ON TARGET
WITH YOUR BIZ
JUST BECAUSE THE WORLD IS UNCERTAIN
DOESN'T MEAN YOUR GOALS HAVE TO BE.

I think many entrepreneurs will use
the uncertainty of the world in one of
two ways. They will either use it as an
excuse to procrastinate or a
motivation for progress.There is a
huge opportunity for you to hit goals

for your life & business right now. If you are
practicing social distancing at home or if you
aren't working your usual 9-to5, you have
daily time that you can use to be intentional
with the goals you want to hit! You can
absolutely still grow your business and make
both income & impact. Will you have to be
creative about how? Of course. I think this is
the perfect opportunity for you to stand up
as a leader in your industry & push your
business towards success! Take the next best
step for your business today.

SERVE
Somebody Else Receives Value Everyday
How are you impacting your audience in a positive way even with
the uncertainty of the world? Are you showing up, creating content
& connection? Are you educating & impacting? Show up & serve
your community, both online & offline. Now more than ever!

Never let your
small business
make you small
minded.
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Now, let's apply this to
business. Everyday you get to
decide what result you're going
to hunt down. In the process of
achieving that result, you are
required to excerpt energy.
Many of us keep going after
such a small catch when we
should be putting our energy to
better use, chasing after a more
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What are you hunting?
Catch the best.

satisfying result for our
business. We want results that
leave our business in a better
position than when we first
started the chase. So, if your

This business analogy will require you to put on
your creative cap! Follow along as best you can
because this is value you don't want to miss.
Think of yourself as a lion out in the wild.
Really, you're a small business owner in the
uncertain world of entrepreneurship. The
question I want to ask you is, "are you hunting
antelope or field mice today?" See as a lion, if
you're going after field mice - that's easy prey.
It's easy for you to find & hunt down. But,
you're going to expend so much energy to catch
a small piece of prey. The caloric intake of that
mouse doesn't even replenish the energy you
just spent in the process of hunting it down!
What if you were hunting the antelope instead?
That would be a more satisfying catch. You'd be
able to live on it longer. It'll replenish your
energy & keep you more satisfied than the small
field mouse would.

creative mind understand this
analogy, hunt for what's the
most satisfying. Catch the best.
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WHY YOUR BUSINESS'S
FINANCIAL HEALTH MATTERS
WITH PARKER STEVENSON
What's the difference between bookkeeping &
accounting? What is a profit & loss statement?
How can we better prepare for tax season?
These are just a few of the questions Parker from
Evolved Finance answers for us in this podcast episode.
If you want to show up better for your business's
financial health, listen to this conversation.

LISTEN HERE

